Strategic & Operational Journey into the
Renewable Manufacturing Circular Economy

Business is the force of change…
• “Business is the force of change. Business is essential to solving
the climate crisis because this is what business is best at:
Innovating, changing, addressing risks, searching for opportunities.
There is no more vital task.”
-Richard Branson

• Presented today by Lesley Bisset, BComm.
Operations Coordinator

Agenda
• Introduction to AES Solar
• AES Supremacy Collector Solar Thermal Collector
• Consumer Perception
• Residential Consumers vs Commercial Businesses

•
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•
•

Durable Good Life Cycle & The Circular Economy
Assembly Operations
Circular Economy Building Blocks
AES Prime Movers
Barriers to Benefits
Conclusion

Consumer Perceptions
• ‘With great power comes great responsibility’
• Consumer shift within solar energy industry
• Residential to Commercial Business
• Commercial partner perception is tied to their own image
• Changes with public tendering process for large-scale projects and
infrastructure clients

• Idea of a circular economy popular with domestic customers, but
barriers can arise

Household Consumer Perception
Preferred Methods to Circular Economy Perceived by Household
Consumers
Other
Do not know/have no opinion
Buy less new goods
Reuse of existing goods
Open/Closed Loop Recycling
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ING, 18 May 2015, Study of UK, Dutch & Canadian customers; What Helps Transition to
Circular Economy Most?, https://www.ing.nl/media/ING_EZB_Financing-the-CircularEconomy_tcm162-84762.pdf
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Collector Life Cycle

Long-term life cycle (length not yet
identified)
Has a life span anywhere between 25-40
years dependant on recommended
servicing

Frames are aluminium therefore have
less environmental impact during
lifetime
Design has been rigorously tested and
certified for long-term exposure to
(Scottish) weather

Assembly Operations
• Currently working with an ‘assembly’ operation due to bespoke
quality of the Supremacy
• Workshop has taken on more ‘manufacturing’ responsibilities as
there is a shortfall of suppliers in the industry/area
• Change has created more opportunity to take control of our
circularity
• Substantiate our need to create strategies towards closing loops of
material & energy in our supplier chain

Plan of Action to Keep Loops Closed
• Our overall objective is to recycle, remanufacture, redesign &
rethink our methods in order to successfully overcome hindrances
to growth using a circular economy model
• Goals included in our objectives must develop both environmental
sustainability and economic growth
• Long-term planning focuses on the following 6 categories to use as
building blocks towards closing our energy & material loops:
•
•
•
•
•

Reuse
Remanufacture
Upward Remanufacturing
Closed Loop Recycling
Open Loop Recycling

1. Reuse
• Taking a previously used
component and reusing it for
its same purpose in a new
component
• Requires minor cleaning and
possible repair

• Avg lifespan of copper pipes is
50-70 years
• After rigorous quality checks,
can be reused in new
commissioned systems as per
its original purpose
• Will save on material
purchase, labour & energy
consumed

Remanufacture
• Completely disassembling the
entire component, have all parts
thoroughly cleaned/ inspected,
then reassembled
• Opportunity to return product
into the life cycle in ‘new’
condition
• On avg, 5-7lbs of old material for
every 1lb of new material will be
remanufactured

• Design and quality standards of
AES Supremacy collector is
rigorously tested
• EN ISO 9806 certification
necessary to sell design in UK;
remanufactured collectors must
follow these strict standards
• Can have negative perceptions
from consumer; appeal to
improved aesthetic - reglazing
• Significant savings to material
purchasing, less energy consumed
to build (incl. labour) & new
revenue stream w/ reglazing kits

Up-ward Remanufacturing
• Form of remanufacturing that
follows all the same
processing, except that new
updated technology is
introduced to the product
• Value-added to the process
without adding any costs to
manufacturing, only in R&D

• Constant evolution in solar
technologies to adjust to
various climates
• Eg. Ice-immune collectors,
collectors that collect solar
energy in order to cool
environment
• Previous customer remains a
customer in long-run terms;
• adds revenue while keeping
introductory/capital costs
lower

Closed Loop Recycling
• Breakdown of a material or
component in order to recycle
into the same or similar
material or component

Open Looped Recycling
• Breaking down a material or
product outside of our
manufacturing process to
make something completely
different

• Scrap metal from bespoke
sized mounting rails
• Small incremental revenues
made
• Absorber plate shipping boxes
sold as environmentally
responsible coffin materials
• More on the above in sharing
circular economy
responsibilities w/ suppliers

AES Ltd’s Prime Movers to a Circular Economy

Employees/Engineers

Suppliers

Customers

Innovation & Current Knowledge

Partners in Circular Economy

Access to Funding

Building Long-Term Relationships
for Stable Future Business

Understand Benefits of Responsible
& Sustainable Options

Long-term Strategic Planning
Known to be difficult to alter
historical behaviours

Industry Requires Responsible
Partnerships eg. Tendering process

Value-Added Revenues

Quickly Becoming The Only
Accepted Option

Opportunities for the Future
Current Barriers
• Capital Cost to expand into
automation & increase
productivity of available
labour
• Logistics and centralisation of
the business entity

• Government Legislation

Future Benefits
• Quick-paced organisational growth
has increased volume of sales;
added-value circular products will
help assure future financing
• Share transportation with water
cylinder partners to decrease costs
and carbon footprint
• Remain involved with Trade
Associations and become one of
industry’s First Movers

Concluding Thoughts
• Circular Economy is a solid business model in
Renewables sector

• Continuous and dynamic process especially in longterm
• Current environmental climate promotes new
operational processes; perfect timing for change
• Thank you for having me today!

